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Summary
This paper decribes the system designed for on-line temperature measurement on hydrogenerator rotor pole
windings and on other rotor parts as well. Since signal transfer by wire is not easily applicable in this situation, it
was essential to ensure wireless signal transfer from rotor. This was achieved with one radio signal
transmitter/receiver mounted on the rotor and the other on the stator. When signals are collected on the stator side,
they are sent through the RS232/ENET connection into the PC where they are saved, processed and visualized. The
system consists of temperature sensors placed relevant positions on the rotor pole. Temperature resolution is ±0.5°C
and the sensor measuring range is up to 125°C. Sensor layout makes possible the analysis of cooling efficiency of
particular rotor parts, based on temperature measurements. This information enables hydrogenerator designers
(possible) redesign of the cooling system in order to achieve better cooling efficiency on the parts where temperature
conditions are not satisfying, according to the measurement result analysis. Furthermore, the thermal map of the pole
can be implemented as a part of permanent diagnostic monitoring providing information of current temperature state
and of temperature changes due to various exploitation conditions. In addition, the system can be extended by
installing sensors on hydrogenerator stator, providing temperature measurements data in order to obtain stator
thermal map. Illustration of the system is given by examples from HPP Dubrava and HPP Vinodol. Specifically, in
the case of HPP Vinodol, it is evident that parts of the rotor pole are less efficiently cooled. The differences in
temperatures on some pole positions are as high as 50°C measured under exploitation condition with ~30 MW active
and ~22.5 MVAr reactive power. According to measurement results, pole side closer to exciter is warmer than the
opposite one. Also, the side opposite to pole rotation direction is warmer than the other one.
By the time this article was written, temperature measurements on generator 2 in HPP Dubrovnik were performed as
well. Efficient cooling of this generator is the reason the temperatures never crossed 70°C and maximal temperature
differences are 15°C.

1. Introduction
The basic purpose of on-line temperature measurements on hydrogenerator rotor is to obtain reliable information of
its temperature conditions. Based on this data conclusions concerning cooling efficiency can be made. When the
hydrogenerator is working in a specific regime (especially when the applied combination of active/reactive power
dissipates excessive heat) it is interesting to know thermal map of its rotor elements – for example rotor pole
windings.

It is desired for the temperatures to be as low as possible (indicating good cooling efficiency). It is also important
that the temperature distribution on pole windings is as uniform as possible in order to avoid temperature asymmetry
caused thermally induced stress on pole windings. This stress can result in more or less drastical reduction of life
expectancy or, in worst case, insulation failure.
The temperatures can be added to permanent diagnostic monitoring system database and analysed offline as a
thermal map at a specific time stamp or in trending diagrams for desired time periods.

2. Technical solution
Since temperature measurements during generator operation is of interest, the basic technical problem to solve was
reliable data transfer from rotor to stator. This was achieved using wireless technology (radio link).
One radio receiver/transmitter was placed on rotor and the other on stator side. Temperature sensors pass the signal
in digital form to rotor transmitter/receiver after which the rotor transmitter/receiver sends information to
receiver/transmitter on stator side (Fig. 1.)
Sensor resolution is ±0.5°C and can measure up to 125°C. Because of their small dimensions – the sensors can be
installed on almost any rotor/stator part in layout and number sufficient to obtain data for reliable thermal map
calculation. Since the sensors are parallely connected and since each sensor has unique address it is enough to use
only one radio transmitter/receiver on rotor thus reducing the overall installation size and complexity.
Due to RS232/ENET (serial/ethernet) converter – as an extra advantage – the temperature data is shared over local
area network (LAN) so any authorized user can access it.

Fig. 1. Schematics of temperature measurement. Radio-link is needed to ensure wireless data transfer from rotor to stator.

2. Measurement results
Measurement results are divided into three sections according to the Hydro Power Plant (HPP) they were measured.
2.1 HPP Dubrava
In HPP Dubrava the temperature sensors are placed on rotor pole windings as shown on Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Temperature sensor layout on rotor pole of generator 1 in HPP Dubrava.

Temperature monitoring system is integrated as a part of permanent diagnostic generator monitoring system because
temperature trends are an important indicator of the generator rotor condition. Fig. 3. shows comparison of relevant

electrical quantities (excitation current/voltage – diagram D1) and short-time temperature trends on generator 1 in
HPP Dubrava.

Fig. 3. Trending of electrical quantities (diagram D1: excitation current/voltage) and temperatures (diagram D2) on generator 1
in HPP Dubrava.

In addition to temperatures, excitation current and excitation voltage, magnetic induction, air-gap (both measured by
means of sensor bonded on rotor pole) and resistance of isolation measurements are also a part of the system.
Generally, it is possible to collect 8, 16, etc. (depending on the number of integrated modules) analog quantities on
rotor and transfer them using wireless technology to stator.
2.2 HPP Vinodol
Cross-section of horizontal generator in HPP Vinodol, where the rotor temperature measurement layout used in
following example is installed, is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Cross-section of generator in HPP Vinodol. The arrows show the direction of air flow. Important generator parts are
labelled.

Important elements have been labeled. Air inflow is axial and outflow radial as indicated by arrows.
Detailed temperature measurements (thermal map) on rotor pole windings were implemented under different
exploitation conditions. Temperature sensors (total number 112) were installed as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. LEFT: Rotor cross-section. The air flows in arrow direction. Black dots mark the places where temperature sensors are
installed. RIGHT:Partial cross section of the rotor. Important elements are labeled.

Sensor layout is determined by the design of pole cooling channels. The poles are cooled by air – flowing radially
through air-flow channels. Leaving the channels the air flows into inter-winding area where it takes over the heat
dissipated by pole windings. After that, the air flows into the stator air channels.
The first topic of these measurements was to check whether the temperature of air flowing into the air channels was
the same for all channels. The sensors were also installed in-between air channels on the same distance from the
shaft to obtain axial temperature distribution throughout the entire pole length. The sensors were also installed on
different distance from the shaft (radially).
Temperature sensor layout is shown on Fig. 5.
Due to symmetrical design of generator (Fig. 4.) close to uniform distribution of temperatures was expected. There
is no particular reason for asymmetrical temperature distribution on pole winding, respectively, different sides of
winding (axial direction) should have similar temperature distribution. But, as described later in text, the
measurements show unexpectedly large temperature differences on various measuring positions.
Photo of pole winding in HPP Vinodol is shown in Fig. 6. The photo was taken during the process of sensor
installation.

Fig 6. Photo of pole winding in HPP Vinodol during the process of temperature sensor installation.

At ~16h on 14. 3. 2007. the generator regime was ~30 MW, ~20 MVAr (excitation current ~900 A). The generator
was working in this regime for a couple of hours (until ~19h). By comparing two measuring positions on the
windings with largest temperature differences, maximal difference value of about 50°C (at 19h) was recorded – Fig.
7 (positions of sensors with these temperatures are marked on Fig. 8.).

Fig 7. Temperature as a function of time on two selected sensors on pole winding. At ~16 h the generator started working in the
regime ~30 MW, ~20 MVAr (excitation current was ~900 A). After a few hours the generator stopped working in this regime (at
~19 h).

Due to power consumption requirements in the distribution system during the measurement, the temperature
stationary state couldn't be reached. Presumably the rotor would continue to heat up if the regime remained. Rough
estimate shows that the sensor 19 (red – Fig. 7.) would heat up to 140°C. Sensor 6 (blue – Fig. 7.) is expected to heat
up to 90°C.
A clearer picture of temperature distribution is accomplished by thermal map (Fig. 8.) where pole winding is
represented in 2D and it clearly shows that the temperature distribution isn't uniform thus indicating that the cooling
isn't uniform as well. The side closer to the exciter (right side of Fig. 8.) is less efficiently cooled than the opposite
side (left side of Fig. 8.)
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Fig 8. Thermal map of rotor pole winding in HPP Vinodol at ~19h. The pole is represented in 2D and rotation direction is
marked. Temperature asymmetry is clearly seen. The blue and red dots mark the place where sensors #6/sensor #19 are mounted.

2.3 HPP Dubrovnik
Temperature measurements were performed on pole winding of generator 2 in HPP Dubrovnik during its operation.
Total number of 45 sensors were mounted as seen on Fig. 9. and Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. Temperature sensors glued to rotor pole winding in HPP Dubrovnik. All sensors are mutually connected in parallel and
end up with one transmitter/receiver.
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Fig 10. LEFT: 3D isometric view of pole winding in HPP Dubrovnik with sensor positions. RIGHT: Two-dimensional
representation of pole winding with temperature sensor positions.

An interesting regime was obtained on 7. 7. 2007. when the generator was working with ~90 MW, ~65 MVAr thus
dissipating a lot of heat. By looking at Fig. 11. it can be seen that the time for system to reach stationary state is ~4-5
hours (at ~14h active and reactive powers are nearly constant and the system reaches its constant temperature at
~18-19h, that is, 4-5 hours later). Although, because this interesting regime was achieved exactly at the time of
measurement system installation, some points are missing (between ~9:30h and ~11:30h), it can be said (without
making a big mistake) that the temperature wouldn't exceed 70°C in the lower zone and 65°C in the upper.
As it is logical the lower zone is warmer (because of the construction – the air is more confined in the lower area).
Also, the zone opposite to rotation direction is warmer.
Maximum temperature differences in viewed zones are ~10°C and maximum absolute difference is ~15°C. So, there
are no large temperature differences that could lead to insulation failure.

The temperature measurements on iron (sensors 43, 44 and 45) are also interesting. It can be seen that during the
first three hours the iron temperature was dropping and then – at ~8:30h the heating started. Clearly – the cooling of
iron is a consequence of establishing water flow through turbine so the heat was conducted from iron to turbine. At
the same time the iron is heated by conduction from dissipated heat on pole winding and (possible) eddy currents in
iron. But the iron is never heated above 40°C.
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Fig. 11. LEFT: Comparison of highest/lowest temperatures in viewed zone according to sensor number. RIGHT: Twodimensional thermal map at ~12 h on 7. July 2007.

3. Conclusion
The conclusions being made are sorted according to generators in HPP where temperatures on rotor elements were
measured.
3.1 HPP Dubrava
The main purpose of temperature measurements on rotor pole winding was to monitor and obtain temperature trends
which are a good indicator of the generator rotor state changes. This data is easily integrated into the monitoring
system already supplied for this power plant.
3.1 HPP Vinodol
Very detailed temperature measurements on rotor pole winding were performed with the total number of 112
sensors. In a active/reactive power combination regime dissipating excessive heat the pole would heat up to almost
140°C! It was also determined that the pole cooling isn't uniform. On different pole positions – temperature
differences up to 50°C were measured. This is, obviously, not satisfactory because of induced thermal stress which
can result in insulation damage eventually leading to failure. The life span of the generator is also drastically
reduced.
3.1 HPP Dubrovnik
Rotor pole winding temperature measurements on generator 2 in HPP Dubrovnik have shown the following:
 pole winding will never heat above 70°C




the temperatures are the highest in the lower zone (because the air is more confined in this area) and
opposite to rotation direction but absolute temperature difference is never greater than 15°C
temperature measurements on iron show that it never heats above 40°C indicating that the losses in iron are
not large
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